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Introduction1

When I first went to work for a district council a colleague of mine asked why I was making such an
ill-judged change. “They only do the bins!” he chastised me. Some 15 years on, I sometimes reflect on
those words and think: “if only!”
Being the chief executive of a district council in the south east of England has many interesting

challenges, planning being a very prominent one. This paper aims to give a straightforward and practical
perspective on planning, how it sits with the other services district councils provide and why, for me and
many of my colleague chief executives, it is a bit of a challenge.
One of the huge privileges of my job is the infinite variety. Within a week I might work with the police,

parish councils, large national contractors like Serco and Places for People, MPs, Registered Social
Landlords, community groups, Clinical Commissioning Groups and health providers. Each sector has its
own objectives and culture, and business models. One of the tricks of my role is to be able to flex between
them all, find common ground or shared goals, establish good working relationships and then use them
to get things done for the benefit of local communities.
Based on this experience and the perspective it can bring, this paper provides a personal view on the

planning service, how it fits with and compares to the other services councils like Mid Sussex provide,
and my observations of the planning system more generally. I do so from the perspective of my job role;
I am not a planner or lawyer by background.
Given my experience of different organisations from a variety of sectors it is interesting, and a little

alarming given the current housing crisis, that the most problematic sector to work with is the development
industry. Not because of the approach of any individual or company; they all work hard to secure the
business outcomes they are charged with—but because of the way a whole range of factors and drivers
come together on the ground to make getting houses and industrial space built and the supporting
infrastructure in place, very hard work and resource-intensive.
Towards the end of this paper, I explore this in a little more detail and suggest how the relationship

might be improved; initially though I will provide some context to both Mid Sussex, its planning service
and make some straightforward, personal observations on my experience of planning in practice,
emphasising once again that these are offered from the perspective of my job role, not as a planning
practitioner.

Mid Sussex: Some background

1 I would like to thank Heather Sargent of Landmark Chambers for her contribution to this paper.
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Mid Sussex is growing. The current population is 148,000, predicted to increase to 174,000 by 2031.
It is strategically well placed and beautiful. It is within easy reach of the useful but congested Brighton
main line railway link to London and the A23/M23 road corridor. 60% of the District is AONB or National
Park. It is characterised by market towns, villages and spectacular countryside. It is also home to some
major, knowledge-based industries and many creative and innovative micro businesses.
As a council, our work over the next decade will be characterised by the challenge of managing growth.

We are planning at least 16,390 new homes to 2031, including large-scale growth at Burgess Hill, a
medium-sized town in the south of the district. Our plans for Burgess Hill involve delivering 5,000 new
homes, a £65m regeneration of the town centre (including new retail offer) and 200,000m2 new employment
space including a science and technology park. This is regionally significant growth representing inward
investment of over £1bn. Through our work on this growth area over the last few years I have been exposed
to the practical problems of development on this scale and to some of the characteristics of the planning
world more generally.

The planning service in context
Mid Sussex directly employs about 320 people and about £150m per annum goes through its books. Most
of its major services are run under contract rather than in-house, which means our workforce is smaller
than some other councils and focussed on contract management, rather than direct service provision.
However, there some important exceptions: we work directly with those in severe housing need (including
homelessness), administer housing benefit and council tax discount, collect council tax and our
environmental health teamswork to support businesses and other organisations to keep eating establishments
to the highest standards. We have social workers supporting the most vulnerable families in our area and
provide significant health and wellbeing activities for those experiencing chronic health conditions. We
adapt homes to enable older people or those with disabilities to live longer in their own homes. The
Council’s portfolio includes 3 leisure centres, 50 parks and sports pitches, 110 playgrounds, 8 nature
reserves, 34 car parks, 1 large waste depot, a Basepoint Centre (for start-up businesses), a windmill
(uniquely!) and, most recently, a shopping centre. We own about 1,200ha of non-recreational land. In our
quieter moments we licence taxis, regulate building works and assess dangerous structures. We also run
all local and general elections in the district.
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This range of services is what makes working in local government so interesting and varied. It is also
goes without saying that our role is not only to run these varied services efficiently and in accordance
with the needs of the people of Mid Sussex, but also to ensure that the connections and links between
them work well.
So how does planning fit with the other services Mid Sussex provides?

The Planning Service employs 41 people and is one of our biggest teams. It complements and supports
many of the other services that councils like Mid Sussex provide. It also underpins all our organisational
priorities (for those who seek the “golden thread” that links the objectives of individuals to organisational
ones). There are obvious relationships between planning and housing and between planning and building
control.

Planning and local government finance
There is a further, increasingly significant economic role for planning to play. Financially, councils like
Mid Sussex have endured huge reductions in the financial support provided by the Government. This was
particularly acute during the recession. Our Revenue Support Grant (“RSG”) has reduced from £6.4m in
2010 to £128k this year. This has been accompanied by a fundamental shift in our funding model, with
our financial health now much more reliant on the health of the local economy rather than a historical
funding mechanism based the needs of the local population.
Council tax and business rates are key elements of our financial strategy and therefore the level at which

the council tax base increases and council tax and business rates are levied and collected are increasingly
important considerations for councils. For many local authorities, New Homes Bonus is too, although in
Mid Sussex we chose not to use it to support our revenue budget primarily because it appears too susceptible
to variation by the Government. If the new Government continues with the plans of its predecessor and
enables 100% retention of business rates by local authorities, this will see a further step to there being a
direct relationship between council finances and the health of the local economy. The figure below shows,
in general terms, how the income for Mid Sussex has changed since 2010.
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During 2018/2019 we are anticipating that the Council will receive no substantive income from
government. Our financial health will depend on the performance of the economy and how growth is
managed.
Given the obvious role the planning service has in delivering growth, it clearly has an increasingly

central role to play in the financial health of councils and, in turn, the extent to which they can provide
the services needed by local communities. This change in the funding model for local government is
important. It is a not-so-subtle move by Government to get authorities, regardless of their political control,
focusing on the economy. For many, including Mid Sussex, this is very welcome but it does, of course,
stimulate some interesting political and investment choices. In an environment where choices are a
necessity, electedmembers increasingly find themselves balancing the need to make investments to support
the economy against those with a more community focus.

Characteristics of the planning service
Our work to plan and begin to deliver the large-scale growth for Burgess Hill and our rather mixed
experience of local plan making, has enabled me to observe at close quarters how the planning system
works and is experienced by both councillors and the public. The observations offered below are not
intended to offer an academic or professional critique; they are simply straightforward comments based
on what I have seen and reflecting an implicit comparison with other services and sectors.

High profile and contentious
The planning service within Mid Sussex is busy. We have seen a 24% rise in the number of planning
applications over the last four years. Colleagues deal with over 5,000 planning applications every year
and 8,000 written representations from the public and other stakeholders on those applications. They
undertake 3,700 site visits annually.
In terms of my inbox, 50% of the correspondence I receive from the public concerns planning matters.

Planning also dominates the issues raised with me by local MPs: 70% of their emails and letters are about
planning and 42% of the complaints in Mid Sussex that are investigated by the Local Government
Ombudsman concern planning. Finally, 42% of our formal public meetings annually (40 of 96) are to
consider planning matters; so just on volumes, the service has a prominence. I should emphasise that these
volumes do not reflect a poor service, rather one that deals with issues that concern people (to put it mildly).
Planning is often the reason why some people decide to become councillors and can also be the reason

why they resign (though not often). Indeed, it can have “marmite” type qualities. Some councillors only
want to concern themselves with planning, whereas others steer well clear. Planning certainly attracts
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strong views and vociferous representations which can complicate the running of the service, retention
of staff and workload of councillors. These characteristics do make the service quite different from the
others we provide.

Complex and hard to access

Whilst efforts have been made in recent years to simplify the planning system, I think there is scepticism
that the changes have been effective. Certainly for the public, the system is complex and hard to understand.
This leads to misunderstanding and unrealistic expectations that councillors and council planners then
have to try to address. Of course, many of the most vociferous representations come from those who are
rather well housed and who do not want growth near their properties. Many go to considerable expense
and trouble to articulate their concerns, including standing for election onto councils and/or parish councils.
For others though, there are many aspects of the current system that seem illogical and consequently

can lead to people losing confidence in it. For example, where there has been a breach of planning control,
s.172 of the 1990 Act requires a local planning authority to be satisfied that it is “expedient” for it to issue
an enforcement notice. In a memorable situation some years ago, a housing development was permitted
subject to planning conditions, including one requiring the properties to be connected to mains sewerage
before they were occupied. Local residents contacted us to complain that the homes were occupied even
though this condition had not been fulfilled (sewerage was being stored and then transported off the site).
Upon enquiry, the local water company said that it had no concerns about this arrangement, so local
councillors had to explain to residents that no enforcement action could be taken because the council could
not satisfactorily demonstrate that it was expedient to do so. Whilst probably familiar to those in the
planning world, to the members of the public complaining, this seemed unsatisfactory (at best). These
sorts of examples can lead people to lose confidence in the ability of the planning system to manage
development effectively.
The adoption of neighbourhood planning in many parts of the country (including Mid Sussex) has seen

the tension in some of these matters heightened. The thrust of neighbourhood planning has considerable
political support nationally. Active involvement of local communities in planning for communities must
be good. However, those involved are naturally not experienced in the planning world. Their understanding
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of the status of neighbourhood plans and the intricacies of how much weight can be afforded to them and
what they can and cannot do has led to disappointment and even disillusionment in many areas,
notwithstanding the Government’s efforts to reinforce and/or clarify the situation. In addition, the delicacy
of managing the choices and options involved in putting together a neighbourhood plan can see villages
becoming divided and relationships affected. We have seen this in a number of our smaller communities
and I fear this may lead to a tailing-off of engagement in neighbourhood planning by local people and, I
suspect, engender some bad feeling too.
The volume and complexity of the documentation generated by the planning system is also a barrier to

meaningful engagement and fertile ground for challenge and litigation. Indeed, the increasingly litigious
nature of the service is one of the reasons why it should, in my view, be high on the list of issues chief
executives and senior officers focus on.
The intricacies of planning system make direct and satisfactory engagement for the public difficult,

which in turn can—in my experience—undermine public confidence. This is very troubling and not in
the interests of the wide range of stakeholders in the planning system.

Relationships
Probably the most striking characteristic of the planning service from my perspective is the way local
authorities and the development sector work together. Of course cultures vary, but the differing perspectives
that seem to characterise relationships between developers and their advisors and local authorities is
unusual in my experience.
Does that matter?
I think it does. The sectors need to work together effectively. Local authorities cannot deliver growth

without the development sector. Indeed, as we all know, housing supply is almost entirely in the control
of developers. It is strange and unhelpful in my view, that planning authorities are held responsible for
supply, when they have so little control over it. Indeed, the proposed housing delivery test2 seeks to heighten
this accountability.
In turn, developers need local authorities. They need advice and the security that the planning system

can deliver to help them manage risk. So why is it that working relationships seem to be so difficult? And
must this situation persist?
My involvement over recent years has led me to conclude that not only are these relationships much

harder than they need to be, but also that they have the potential to be a cost to business. I would hope,
therefore, that there was some desire on both sides to see improvement not only to aid delivery but also
to improve efficiency and, for developers, the bottom line.
Working with a wide variety of sectors means people doing jobs in local government have considerable

experience of building goodworking relationships that deliver good services for local people. Characteristics
of productive relationships tend to be trust, open dialogue and mutual respect. Unfortunately, and very
sadly in my experience, these characteristics do not consistently reflect the relationships between local
planning authorities (“LPAs”) and the development sector. Building trust and confidence takes time and
sustained effort. One or more experiences of being let down sets things back, often permanently.
Colloquially, LPAs often feel they are being “worked” by the development sector. They say developers

promise a good deal but often do not deliver or not exactly in the way envisaged. The differing nature of
relationships prior to an approval being granted and afterwards is unfortunately familiar.
The dark art of viability has a role to play here too. All too often it is used to justify compromises within

schemes. Of course, variation in the multiple factors that comprise how viability is assessed is a perfectly
legitimate and complex business driver; however, my experience is that most local authorities are deeply

2White paper, “Fixing Our Broken Housing market” p.43.
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sceptical about how viability arguments are used by developers to reduce their exposure to providing
infrastructure like affordable housing. Effective management of cost is a key foundation of good business,
but I fear developers and housebuilders sometimes take it too far and offer viability as their justification
for moving away from infrastructure requirements, leaving LPAs and local communities feeling
short-changed.
Of course, LPAs can scrutinise viability arguments but the nature of how viability is assessed and the

fact that LPAs are rarely sighted on all the underpinning assumptions, can make it very hard work in
practice.
The longer-term implications of developments not being built exactly as plannedmeans that communities

and their representatives get cynical and, in the worst cases resistant to development. The majority of the
pressure and representations LPAs receive from local communities about proposed developments are
about strain on infrastructure and community facilities and congestion. Only a minority resist the housing
itself. In areas like Mid Sussex, infrastructure is already creaking under the strain. Trains are cramped,
roads congested and schools and GPs surgeries full, therefore local people are naturally highly sensitive
to how new housing developments will impact and equally dismayed if supporting infrastructure is not
delivered as planned.
My experience is that the reputation of developers and housebuilders is not optimal, certainly amongst

the public sector. Similarly, I imagine those in the development world harbour frustrations with LPAs. I
assume that the way the market works currently means that this is not a great concern to the industry;
however, I think it should be. Poor relations undoubtedly do not make for good business. They slow things
down and make participants cautious. If the system is going to work effectively, working relationships
should be improved and levels of trust and confidence reinforced.
From a developer perspective, it is understood that they carry significant risk and cost. When planning

decisions or negotiations do not go the way they feel they should, they must respond, protect their
investment and try to secure the outcome they need. However, the increasingly litigious nature of this and
the associated costs means relationships are further strained, and unhelpfully, more pressure exerted on
public finances. The recent peak in the number of s.78 appeals3 is a worrying indicator.
Similarly, in the context of putting together a local plan, the atmosphere in the hearings can easily turn

confrontational. Often it appears like rather an unfair fight, with large numbers of developers and their
advisors challenging the LPA’s work. The resources available to the development sector to undertake this
scrutiny are far in excess of anything LPAs can access and this can create dissatisfaction amongst both
councils and the public. It can also mean the process can become long winded and expensive (£1.5m for
Mid Sussex council tax payers) which can in turn exacerbate the sense of dissatisfaction with the process
and certainly does not seem to provide a platform to improve working relationships.
In both development management and the planning policymaking contexts, trust and confidence can

be in short supply. This can make both parties cautious and reserved. It slows things down and builds in
time and cost.

The future direction of planning
I am certainly not an expert in the planning world. My job is to runMid Sussex as effectively and efficiently
as I can, so what I suggest should be viewed in that context. However, looking at planning and comparing
it to how other services and sectors run, does afford me a perspective which I hope maybe useful.
A lot of discussion has focussed on tinkering with the planning system to try to address concerns. As

change upon change has been layered on, the system has become elaborate and I am not sure anything

3 See https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/planning-inspectorate-statistics [accessed 11 October 2017]. Results for 2017 are provisional.
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other than marginal improvements have been secured. I wonder if a cultural shift both within LPAs and
the development industry might be more effective to get things working better.
What, therefore, might realistically be achieved?
From an LPA perspective, my view is that things must change. Senior executives need to support both

their planning colleagues and planning committee members better. There can be a reticence about getting
involved in a regulatory service: it can, however, be done appropriately. It is important, in a balanced way,
to help councillors to deal with the pressure they may feel from communities on planning issues. Brokering
the difficult conversations within their villages and towns is not easy. Explaining how the system works
andmanaging expectations requires a rich skill set. I think local authorities could domore to help councillors
with these issues.
I also think more proactive engagement with the development sector is important, notwithstanding how

problematic developing positive relationships can be. In Mid Sussex we are investing and refreshing the
skills we have available to make sure we can work more effectively with the development sector. I do not
imagine this will always be comfortable but it will be persistent and resilient. I also think managing growth
should be more central to how the senior executive teams in councils operate. Regardless of professional
background and the disciplines managed, I suggest that management teams within councils should be
working together to deliver growth effectively and, to assist this, get under the skin of how the development
sector works; its culture and business models.
In terms of the complexity of the planning world and the barriers it creates for the public and other

stakeholders, this is another area where focus by senior executives could assist. In Mid Sussex we have
worked for many years to support key stakeholders in the system; not least councillors and parish councils
by translating the language of the planning system and guiding them through the complexities. It does
help to reduce the risk of misunderstandings and stem the flow of correspondence.More generally though,
and at risk of alienating many of those who make a living within the planning world; the increasingly
opaque, complex and litigious nature of the system is undoubtedly stimulating distrust amongst the public,
increasingly costs and negatively affecting delivery.
In addition to the role of senior officers, resourcing planning services more generally is important.

Planning skills are in short supply nationally. Recruiting and retaining staff needs constant attention. As
outlined above, in Mid Sussex we are investing in our service and refreshing the skillset we have available
to try to ensure we have the expertise to work with the development sector more effectively; not least on
our large-scale growth in Burgess Hill. Other councils may be contemplating similar initiatives. In tandem
with this, I think we may see more sharing of expertise between councils, which may help to mitigate the
effects of councils competing with each other for staff. In addition, apprenticeships have a key role to
play. However, whilst these initiatives may help, serious resourcing is a matter of cash and therefore I
fully recognise that it is a very difficult issue for many authorities nationally, notwithstanding the potential
for a 20% increase in planning fees proposed in the recent White Paper.4 I say this because in Mid Sussex
the 20% increase will still mean the planning service cannot cover its costs and therefore remains a service
subsidised by the taxpayer.
In Mid Sussex we enjoy a positive relationship with the Government, assisted profoundly by our MPs.

The recentWhite Paper clearly shows Government’s keenness to improve how the planning systemworks
in order to improve housing delivery. Civil servants, in my experience, are also very receptive to
understanding experience on the ground. Therefore, I would like to see more LPAs working to support
officials as they advise and support ministers.
There are also some practical things local authorities can do to assist delivery which are beyond the

scope of this paper. For example, effective lobbying on infrastructure investment, to support growth where

4White paper, “Fixing Our Broken Housing market” p.37.
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the market cannot deliver, using council land, and alternative delivery vehicles to develop affordable
housing are well documented examples.

Conclusions
I have been asked to provide a straightforward perspective on how planning sits within a council like Mid
Sussex and offer a view on the opportunities and challenges therein.
Planning and the management of growth is undoubtedly high profile and can be hard to manage well.

Concerns from the public dominate inboxes in many councils. My rather simple dissection of why the
current system can upset the public so much is that is it hard to access effectively, it can be confrontational
and litigious, all of which can make people feel powerless and dissatisfied and thus, resistant. This in turn
can only hinder delivery and absorb resources.
When relationships are not optimal it is difficult to take the first step. My hope is that more councils

will understand better the relationship between how growth is managed, their local economies and council
finances and therefore, their ability to deliver services and undertake statutory functions. I hope that work
to manage growth becomes more central to the work of senior officers, beyond planning departments, and
that there is an increased understanding that more focus and effort is needed. This is not only to get growth
delivered well but also to help to de-mystify the planning world for both councillors and the public.
I also hope,—very much—that the development industry might consider the wider consequences of its

dominant position. If relationships were better, the system ought to be able to run more smoothly, reducing
costs and improving returns. Positive long-term relationships between developers and councils should be
good for business and for the homes and communities we create together.
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